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Tel-Aviv, November 29, 2011 &ndash; Typemock, the leading provider and pioneer of easy unit
testing solutions, has announced today the launch of Isolator 6.2. The new version integrates with
two popular .NET tools from JetBrains: dotCover for code coverage analysis and dotTrace
Performance for performance profiling. dotCover and dotTrace Performance enable developers the
benefits of full code coverage and identification of performance bottlenecks which ensure a complete
and easy unit testing experience. Typemock has also added a risk-free trial feature, to enable
developers the ability to continue running any unit tests they write, even after their trial period
expires.
Typemock Isolator also includes improved IntelliTest productivity tool which adds the benefit of test
code auto-completion. IntelliTest makes writing unit tests easier and more productive by actually
generating the test code, instead of the developer writing it by himself. In addition, Typemock
Isolator Server includes easier integration with Microsoft Team Foundation Server.
&ldquo;We are delighted to have worked with Typemock to ensure that our tools work in
harmony,&rdquo; said Oleg Stepanov, JetBrains .NET Division Project Lead. &ldquo;dotCover and
dotTrace working side-by-side with Isolator .NET will help more unit testing practitioners maintain
adequate code coverage, even when dealing with legacy code.&rdquo;
"Isolator is the easy unit testing solution for any agile developer who practices TDD,&rdquo;
commented Eli Lopian, CEO of Typemock. &ldquo;dotCover checks your code coverage which
provides developers with that extra level of confidence. These tools complement each other so
much, we couldn&rsquo;t think of a better unit testing experience. We are fortunate to have had the
opportunity to work with Jet Brains on this release.&rdquo;
The Isolator tool family enable easy unit testing - the foundation of agile development - of any
Windows .NET, C/ C++ code (including complex code such as statics, globals and non-public
method) by allowing the test to intercept and fake behaviours. Isolator .NET and Isolator ++
API&rsquo;s are specifically designed to make tests more concise, more resistant to production
code changes and easier to understand for new users. They provide clear guidance and error
messages to help with writing unit tests which ensures that time is not wasted re-writing them.
For more information on Isolator .NET, please visit http://www.typemock.com/isolator-product-page
About JetBrains
JetBrains is a technology-leading software development firm specializing in the creation of
intelligent, productivity-enhancing software. The company is widely known for its innovative,
award-winning Java&trade; integrated development environment, IntelliJ® IDEA (see details on the
Web at http://www.jetbrains.com/idea); ReSharper &mdash; a productivity tool for .NET developers
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(see http://www.jetbrains.com/resharper); TeamCity &mdash; a continuous integration and build
management environment (http://www.jetbrains.com/teamcity); and YouTrack &mdash; an intelligent
issue and bug tracker (http://www.jetbrains.com/youtrack), among others. JetBrains maintains its
headquarters in Prague, Czech Republic, with its R&D labs located in St. Petersburg, Russia;
Munich, Germany; and Boston, Massachusetts.
For more information see http://www.jetbrains.com.
About Typemock
Typemock was conceived in 2004 to help programmers develop code integrity through unit testing.
Since the launch of the first version of Typemock Isolator in 2006, thousands of companies around
the world, including multinationals Microsoft and Nokia, use Typemock tools to make unit testing
easy and to upstream the quality processes. Typemock users are developers from a wide range of
sectors &ndash; such as defence, medical, and finance &ndash; that demand exceptionally high
standards of quality and minimum errors. Isolator supports the easy unit testing of Silverlight, WCF,
and all other .NET and C++ technologies. Typemock is a privately funded company based in Tel
Aviv, Israel. See http://www.typemock.com.&nbsp;
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